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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BAR ASSOCIATION OF
NORTH DAKOTA. AT ITS ANNUAL MEETING,
HELD AT GRAND FORKS, NORTH DAKOTA,
SEPTEMBER 6th and 7 th, 1927
September 6th, 1927, Morning Session, io A. M.
President W. A. McIntyre of Grand Forks, N. D., Presiding
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: I think that we had better come to
order. We have a full program and we cannot waste any time,
otherwise we will get behind and at the tail end have too much
to crowd in. We will rise and Dr. Snyder will invoke the Divine
blessing and guidance.
DR. J. EDWARD SNYDER: Let us unite in prayer. Oh God
our Heavenly Father we thank Thee that no business nor pro-
fession is big enough not to need Thee and Thy guidance and
Thy blessing and we are thankful that no official or citizen is be-
neath Thy *care and Thy love and though many times the clouds
of our business and personal affairs hide Thy face, and our con-
sciousness of Thee is not acute, yet, oh Lord God, may the sun-
shine of Thy presence remain in our minds and hearts as we
open this important meeting in the affairs of the nation that we
love. When into the hands of these men and the brethren of
the men who are here is given the direction of the Courts and
the direction of criminal procedure, when rife -among us is
that anarchy of desire in the hands and hearts of many to over-
throw what our forefathers have given their lives for, we pray
there may be blessing on these men assembled this day and to-
morrow that they may be able in their counsels to better condi-
tions and bring us to a better appreciation of the law and what
it has meant and what it does and that it may mean more among
us all. We ask, Lord God, thy blessing on every one. Thou
knowest our needs. No matter what our individual lives may
have been we need Thee and we -pray, not to supply our wants or
aims or longings or even to answer our prayers, but we pray
ourselves as did the man of Nazareth on the Mount of Geth-
semene, not our will but Thine be done. Our Heavenly Father
we pray Thou supply our needs. We ask it in His name, Amen.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: The hour is late and there are not
a great many here. I presume the inclement and threatening
weather has kept a great many at home. I am sorry more could
not be here for the opening but I believe it would be advisable to
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go ahead with the program as though all were here as we have
a very full program. (Note-85 were present.)
MEMBER: Mr. President, the corridor is full of lawyers.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: Mr. Wenzel, will you act as our
Sergeant at Arms? You are the most obstreperous and meanest
in the bunch and you can get them in here.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: Members of the North Dakota Bar
Association, ladies and gentlemen: I have the pleasure to pre-
sent to you Hon. Thomas J. Walsh of Helena, Montana, who is
here as our guest. (Applause.)
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: We will wait with the meeting un-
til our Sergeant at Arms performs his function.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: We will go on with the program
now. We will have the address of welcome now of Tracy R.
Bangs of this City:
ADDRESS OF WELCOME
MR. BANGS: Mr. President, members of the North Dakota
Bar Association, ladies and gentlemen: I am a little sorry for
about half of the members that are here now, because they
missed the very delightful and beneficial prayer by Rev. Snyder,
but we who were here will try to pass some of the good of it on
to you who were standing in the halls, thus you will be in line
with the great number of people who take their religion by proxy.
When I was notified that I was to deliver the address of wel-
come to this Bar Association, I said to myself, I will prepare
a beautiful address, that will live in the memories of those pres-
ent for -many years, as a literary gem.
So far, so good, bqt my time was taken up with business
matters and I forgot to prepare the gem.
.This morning when I read the program in the paper, I hur-
riedly swallowed my breakfast, intending to rush for the office
and there, in the quiet and seclusion of my room, compose a
poem for your consumption. Well, to tell the truth, I never
reached my office.
My wife requested me to pick some flowers to decorate the
house for the ladies' tea this afternoon. You older men know
that a request from one's wife, like a request from the King, is
a command. So to the flower garden I repaired with still the
hope that I would finish in time to turn my mind gemward.
With the -flowers 'picked, I found myself quite heated and so
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decided to take a bath. Of course every move was more and
more encroaching on the time allowed for mental work, but I
thought I would yet have time. In an effort to save time I
placed my shoes and clothes in the bathroom and then slopped
water on them, causing more delay in seeking other articles of
wearing apparel -than if I had moved with more deliberation.
To sum up, I finally shaved and dressed just in time to reach
the Court House as the President's gavel fell, and, when I rose
to speak, I found that I had no speech.
As I have been rambling on for the last few minutes, I have
been reaching out, mentally, for something to say that would
be worthy of this splendid gathering, and I have come to the
conclusion that just plain truths, simply spoken, are the best.
So, Gentlemen of the North Dakota Bar Association, I will
simply say to you that the Bar of this City, yes; the people of
the City, are proud to have you with us. You represent the
best thought of the State. You represent that which is higher
than any person or any organization of persons, for you truly
represent the majesty of the Law.
Upon the members of the Bar, Judges and Lawyers, de-
pends the administration of the Civil and Criminal Laws and
upon the administration of the laws depends the stability of
the Government. The personnel of the Bar of this State assures
us of proper administration and stable government, and we of
Grand Forks, esteem it a signal honor to be your hosts.
We welcome you to our City, our Homes and our Hearts.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: Mr. Aubrey Lawrence, Vice-Presi-
dent of the State Bar Association, will respond to the address of
welcome.
RESPONSE
MR. LAWRENCE: Mr. President, gentlemen and friends: I
thought several times of what would be an appropriate response
to the address of welcome which I knew was to be made by
our beloved Tracy Bangs, but now that I have listened to his
address of welcome and realizitig fully its sincerity and that the
words of welcome come from his heart, it seems to me that no
matter what I might say or what words I might use, it all comes
down to the final inclusive statement "We are glad to be here."
These few words encompass the whole truth and are indeed the
truth but the thought came to me when I stood in the lobby and
greeted the old friends and gave them my warm welcome and
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heard them say the wonderful words: "I am glad to see you,"
that there was a particular reason why we are glad to be here,
and that being glad to be here, there would flow from that feel-
ing a personal benefit, rich and lasting.
May I illustrate this in what may be a digression from the
thought but which I think explains my meaning.
When I was a boy in school, I read this story in the old third
or fourth reader:
There was a young man 'traveling along the road one day
and looking down at the road he saw a small piece of money.
He picked it up and congratulated himself on the fact that he
had found without cost to him a piece of money. Something
with which he could buy things and the circumstance so im-
pressed itself upon him that he became imbued with the thought
that if he would continue to look at the road as he traveled he
would gather himself many pieces of money, and so from that
time on he pursued his way along the highway of life with his
eyes fixed upon the dirt and dust of the road. Occasionally he
would find a piece of money and he gathered a few of them to-
gether and at the end of life he had an accumulation of those
things which would purchase some of the material things of
life-but what was the result? During his entire travel-along
the highway of life, he had seen nothing but the dirt and the
dust and the mud and the filth that lay in and about the road.
No beauty of sense or feeling had come to him and he had missed
everything that in his travel would be sweet and beautiful. He
had not seen the flowers that grew by the side of the road; he
had not seen the blue sky above him; the sunlight of warmth and
tenderness had not entered into his being. The beautiful valleys
that opened up on his right and left hand had remained undis-
covered to him; the forest-covered hills and mountains, with their
magnificence had never enlarged his soul, and day after day
had passed in dirt and squalor instead of in sunshine and in
beauty. And so it is with us perhaps in our daily lives. Our
eyes are fixed upon our shops, our stores, our offices and not
upon the things about us that are sweet and beautiful, and instead
of making life something to look forward to, we make it a deathly
monotony and neverending succession of those things which have
no real heart in them and it seems to me that in gathering as
we have here today, we have the vision to lift our eyes. We are
touching elbows with those -about us. We are shaking hands
with those who would like to know us; we are gathering the
flowers by the wayside and we are walking out into the valleys
that stretch out on either hand, and forgetting for the moment
the dirt that lies about our feet. What a wonderful thing it is,
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after all, to lose the world' and to find friends; to melt the ice-
berg in our hearts and let the sunshine of good fellowship
enter in.
How truly this feeling fits in with meetings of this character.
The enlarging of our fellowship, the comprehension of the
bigger, better and broader things worked out together, the possi-
bility through this fellowship, of becoming more capable of giv-
ing service, of doing away with the consideration of those things
which are only personal to ourselves, and so if we have wandered
along the road in the line of our daily work looking downward.
it is associations of this character, welcomes of this type, that
permit us to realize the beauties of life that surround us.
'We are indeed glad to be here; we are indeed glad that the
City of Grand Forks and its Bar extend to us such a sincere and
heartfelt welcome. We are glad indeed of the fellowship that
will follow through this meeting; we are glad indeed of the oppor-
tunity of service in this organization of ours and finally we say,
again, it is all encompassed in the few words, "Thank you for
your welcome, we are glad to be here."
MR. MCINTYRE: I hate to begin by apologies, but I want
to explain a statement in the morning's Herald, and how it came
about, and why it is not correct even though authorized by the
officers of the Association. Yesterday I received a telegram
from Mr. Voorhees of Sioux Falls, who is the treasurer of the
American Bar Association, to the effect that Professor Pound
would not reach here till tomorrow at eight o'clock. That threw
consternation into our souls and in the slang phrase, "we were up
against it," because a man getting here at eight could not speak
at two o'clock in the afternoon. So we started to rearrange our
program. We assumed that Senator Walsh would speak to-
morrow instead of- this evening. We began wiring to anyone
we thought knew of the whereabouts of Dean Pound but the
only thing we could find out about it was that he was on his
way west. This morning, to our surprise, we got a long tele-
gram from Mr. Voorhees that there was a misunderstanding,
that Dean Pound had left Buffalo, N. Y., Sunday night and
that he would reach here tonight at eight o'clock, so we go back
to the original program and will have the pleasure of listening to
Senator Walsh this evening. The meeting will be held at the
Epworth Hall; that is a plant over which Dr. Snyder presides,
but it is not a part of the church. The meeting will be held
there. We tried to get one of the theatres but they were all
occupied and busy. The hall will accommodate four or five
hundred people. There is a good stage there and acoustics are
good. I wish that you would spread this information. We want
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as many present to hear Senator Walsh as we can have and we
are going on with the program as planned: There are two or
three other announcements. I am advised that there will be a
luncheon this afternoon for the ladies, wives of the attorneys or
ladies who may be with you here-I know some of you young
men do not have wives, yet if there is anyone you are interested
in-you may invite them. The luncheon is at the Bangs home
and all ladies are requested to be at the Ryan hotel at 3 P. M.
Autos will be provided for a ride throughout the city after which
they will be taken to the Bangs home. At four o'clock this
afternoon we will adjourn, and those who desire to play golf
will be taken out to the golf club where they will be guests of
the club and the Bar of the City. The badge is the only green
fee that you have to pay, and we will be glad to have you enjoy
the course while you are here. At four o'clock those who do
not care to play golf will be given an opportunity for a ride
through the city, also to visit the new big sugar beet factory on
the east side. Tomorrow evening will be the annual banquet
at which we expect all members to be present. Mr. Tracy Bangs
will be the toastmaster and that will be worth coming to hear even
though you don't want to eat.
I wish to appoint a committee on resolutions and the follow-
ing will be the committee: Torger Sinness of Devils Lake,
Chairman; F. J. Graham of Ellendale, and W. G. Owens of
Williston.
MR. BANGS: I suggest with respect to the address this eve-
ning. at the Epworth League Hall that members of the Bar in
Grand Forks use the telephone today and let their friends know
of the change because of the paper's announcement this morn-
ing that the address would be tomorrow. There are a good
many people who don't belong to the Bar Association who have
a desire to-hear the address, both ladies and gentlemen, and I
believe that if members of the Bar in town would telephone their
friends that the announcement in the paper was an error and that
the address will be this evening at 8 o'clock at the Epworth
League Hall, it would aid in getting a better attendance. For
the benefit of those who do not know where it is situated, I will
say that it is on the Avenue which runs from Hotel Dacotah
towards the depot.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: It is right across from the post
office just next to the church. It is on the lower floor, just
across drom the high school building. Have you any announce-
ment, Mr. Secretary?
MR. WENZEL: 'I. would like to direct attention to copies of
Bar Briefs on the' first floor because they give a summary of
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such reports as were filed in advance. Also I desire to direct
attention to the Legislative changes in the proposed amendment
to Article 9 of the Constitution and also the proposed amend-
ment to Article 3 of the By-Laws. These amendments were
proposed at the 1926 annual meeting and are up for action at
this session.
PRESIDENT McINTYRE: We will now go ahead with the pro-
gram and hear the report of the Committee on Legal Education
and Admission to the Bar by F. E. Heckel.
MR. HECKEL: Mr. President, members of the Bar Associa-
tion. I don't know whether it is necessary to read this report
or not. I assume that you are all familiar with it as it is con-
tained in Bar Briefs. The report is as follows:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION
AND ADMISSION TO THE BAR
TO THt PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH DAKOTA STATE BAR
ASSOCIATION:
As chairman of the Committee on Education and Admission
to the Bar, I beg leave to submit the following report:
The subject of Educational Requirements for admission to
the Bar is a very important one to the profession and to the
public. Our association has had this question up for discussion
at nearly every State Bar meeting since I have been a member.
There have been no concrete results so far, except that it may be
noted that the sentiment' for raising the educational standards
seems to be gaining ground somewhat, among the members of the
Bar of this State. Owing to the scattered location of the mem-
bership of the Committee, I found it impossible to have a com-
mittee meeting to consider, discuss, prepare, and agree upon a
report, to be made on this subject at the meeting of the State
Association this year. I therefore followed the plan of my
predecessor and sent out a form letter to each of the seven mem-
bers of this Committee, requesting each one to write me his
view on the subject, hoping from the replies received to be able
to formulate a report that might reasonably reflect the views
of the Committee as a whole.
I find from the replies received that the committee is, as
usual, divided on the subject. Inasmuch as I cannot very well
prepare and submit a majority and minority report, I can express
only in a general way the views of the different members of the
committee, and some of the reasons urged in support of such
views, and malke such recommendations as seem wise to me un-
der the circumstances.
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I am sure we all feel that it is to the best interest of the
Bar as well as to the people of our state to maintain as high a
standard of usefulness and ability to serve in our profession, as
the conditions existing here will warrant. We are, of course,
reminded that educational qualifications are not the only requis-
ites necessary for a successful lawyer, that character and natural
ability are often of more importance than a college diploma in
the legal profession, and that we have had in this country many
eminent members of our profession who never saw the inside of
a college or law school, who have achieved such eminence in
their profession and in public life that their names are household
words throughout America. The names of Andrew Jackson and
Abraham Lincoln come to our minds at once. In practically
every discussion I have heard on the subject in this Association,
someone has always arisen to inquire, "Are you going to raise
the educational standards so high as to keep out men of the
caliber of Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln from the legal
profession?" Such inquiry does raise a serious question and
cannot be laughed down by the college men. And we are further
reminded that many men who have college degrees and have been
admitted to the Bar are utter failures in the profession.
One member of the committee presents this phase of the sit-
uation in the following brief and clear-cut way in a letter:
"There is nothing new which I could offer. This question
seems to have been agitated annually and the agitation centers
around the idea that the coming generation is not capable of
practicing law unless they have a college education as a founda-
tion to the study of law.
"Personally I am of the opinion that some system should be
devised which would allow the examing officers considerable
latitude in determining the personal fitness of each applicant, and
that this personal fitness should not necessarily mean that the
applicant must have a college diploma before he commences the
study of law. Some of the best lawyers never had a college
degree, while I know of a number of college men who should
never have been admitted to practice. It is pretty hard to rely
entirely upon an educational standard, and it is not really fair
to make the test an educational one entirely.
"It would unduly prolong this letter to detail what I have in
mind, so I have merely suggested the things which appeal to me
most strongly."
I find, however, that the majority of the members of the com-
mittee who have seen fit to express themselves on the subject
favor the taking df some advanced stand at this time looking
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toward the establishment of higher educational standards for
admission to the Bar, and are strongly of the opinion that some
action should be taken this year by our association on this impor-
tant subject, and upon that I agree with them. In these days
with facilities for a higher education so widespread and so read-
ily accessible to all young men everywhere, it would seem that
any young man, even with the native genius of. a Jackson or a
Lincoln would not consider it a hardship to be required to take
a certain amount of work in some college preparatory to enter-
ing upon the study of law, and there is no young man in America
now, fired with the laudable ambition of becoming a member of
our profession who could not find the opportunity to do so.
The fact that Jackson and Lincoln, who grew to manhood under
pioneer conditions, as well as many of the distinguished members
of the bar of this State, under similar conditions prevailing in
the early days in the west, made short cuts into the legal pro-
fession, without any preliminary college education, is no reason
why these conditions should always continue.
One member of the committee, who favors a raise in the
educational qualifications for admission to the bar, expresses his
views on the subject as follows:
"It occurs to me that the time is nearly at hand, when the
educational qualifications for admission to the Bar should be
raised. A large number of the law schools require now at least
two years of college work before admission to the law school,
and it seems to me this is a reasonable condition, with this ex-
ception-that in the case of men of mature years and general
business education and training an exception should be made,
properly safeguarded. I think that the time is coming when the
age of the applicant will be considered as one of the determining
factors with reference to admission to practice."
Another member of the committee in' connection with a very
exhaustive discussion of the whole subject, which is too lengthy
to set forth in full in this report, summarizes his views as to
the educational requirements that should be established in this
state as follows:
"i. Two years of pre-legal work at College, Normal School,
or University.
"2. Three years of law at a College, University or approved
Night School.
"3. One year of employment or apprenticeship in a lawyer's
office or other institution in the performance of legal work."
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Another member of the committee, going still further, and
after quite a complete and clear cut expression of his views on
the subject, arrives at the following conclusion:
"In view of the foregoing considerations, I think that every
applicant for admission to the bar should show that he is a grad-
uate of a well recognized college or university, and a graduate of
a well recognized law school. The training and preparation thus
furnished is not too much for a person to have when he comes
to deal with the intricate affairs of life and business as they exist
today."
When this matter has been up for discussion in our Associa-
tion meetings heretofore, I have usually opposed the adoption
of the recommendation contained in the committee report before
us at such times, for the reason that in my opinion the recom-
mendations offered went too far, and proposed too high a jump
all at once, making no provision for those who were already
embarked upon the study -of law in an office or law school under
the existing standards, and would entail a great hardship in many
cases.
While I am in favor of raising the educational standards, I
see no reason why, out here in this new State, we should go be-
yond the recent action taken by the Court of Appeals of the State
of New York, or establish higher educational requirements than
they have now established in the Empire State.
I have no doubt many members of this Association read the
American Bar Association Journal and are familiar with what
has recently transpired in the State of New York on this impor-
tant question which has been vexing the leading members of the
bar there for many years. Notwithstanding the fact that many
of the most distinguished American lawyers are located there,
and that it is the home of Columbia University and many other
distinguished educational institutions, and the seat of much of
the most important litigation in America, it seems that the educa-
tional qualifications for admission to the bar in that state, prior
to June of this year, have been no higher than they are in the
State of North Dakota. I am sure it was a surprise to most of
us out here to learn of that situation there. I am quite sure it
was a surprise to us all to learn through reading the article on
the subject in the March number of the American Bar Associa-
tion Journal of the woeful ignorance and low caliber of many
of the applicants for admission to the bar in New York State.
It seems they have been wrestling with this question in that
state for many years, and that no change had been made in the
rules there since January, i9o8, until this year. A hearing was
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held in the Court of Appeals at Albany on March 4th of this year
to consider the subject of raising the educational qualifications
for applicants for admission to the Bar. The Bar Association
of the City of New York, as well as the New York County As-
sociation sponsored the movement for higher educational require-
ments, but it will be noted that many prominent lawyers from the
upstate counties including Rochester and Duchess County Bar
Associations opposed any increase. I note from the June num-
ber of the American Bar Association Journal, that on June 7th
the Court of Appeals announced the new rules which the court
had adopted, and which raise the educational requirements of
those beginning the study of law after October i 5th, 1928, to a
full vear's study in an accredited college or its equivalent, and
of those beginning the study of law after October 15th, 1929, to
two full years of study in such an institution or its equivalent.
As the full rules are not yet published I am unable to give fur-
ther details. I have no doubt, however, that they have given due
consideration to the suggestion of Mr. Hyatt of the New York
City Bar that the examination of an applicant as to character and
fitness to proceed with the study of law should be made at the
time he begins such study, and not after he has spent several
years of his time and a considerable amount of money pursuing
his law studies in a lawyer's office or a law school, only to learn
when he has completed his law course, that he has not the re-
quirements and is not fitted for and cannot enter the profession.
After this brief discussion of the problems involved I will
bring this report to a close by making the following recommen-
dations:
i. That after the year 1931, no person shall be admitted to
the Bar in this state who, in addition to present requirements, as
to citizenship and good character, and a three year term of study
in a law office or law school, is not twenty-four years of age,
and-has not had at least two full years of study in an accredited
college, normal school or university, beyond the high school
grades, which course of study shall include a complete course in
English Literature, in American and English History, Economics
and Civil Government.
2. That commencing with the year i929 all students regis-
tering for study in any law office in this state shall submit to the
State Bar Board satisfactory proof of citizenship, age and good
moral character, and of pre-legal education, sufficient to show
that applicant has all the requirements for admission to the Bar
upon the completion of his law course.
3. That all students matriculating at the College of Law of
the University of North Dakota who expect to practice law in
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this State shall make a similar application for registration as
law students with the State Bar Board at the time of matricu-
lation.
4. There is also another recommendation I wish to make,
which seems important to me, and which I think may properly
come within the scope of the report of this committee, and that
is that no one should be allowed to practice law in this State,
who is not duly admitted and licensed to practice. It occurs to
me that there is little use of raising the standards for admission
to practice law in this state, if bank employees, real estate and
loan collection agents are allowed to continue to practice law here
without any qualifications whatsoever. From my experience.
the public has suffered much greater loss from this kind of
practice, which has always existed in this state, than from any
work of incompetent members of our profession. I note that
the State Bar Associations in some of our sister states where
the same practice prevails have had the courage to speak out on
this subject, and I think it is high time that we did so. My last
recommendation is that steps be taken to see that appropriate
legislation be enacted at our next session of our Legislative As-
sembly putting an end to this illegal practice of law in this state.
A much needed vacation will make it impossible for me to be
present at the State Bar Association meeting this year, and I
will have to leave it to the Secretary to read this report, and I
trust that some member of the committee present may be in
sufficient accord with the views and recommendations herein
expressed to move the adoption of this report.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN 0. HANCHETT,
Chairman of Committee on Legal
Education and Admission to the
Bar.
PRESIDENT MCINTYRE: What is your pleasure with respect
to this report? You will note it carries recommendations of addi-
tional requirement in the way of education, that is, education prior
to entering the study of law.
MR. BANGS: It also carries a recommendation that no person
shall be admitted to practice who is not 24 years of age. I won-
der if thereis an explanation of why this was placed at 24 years.
Why should a man necessarily be 24 years of age before he can
be admitted to the Bar? I know of two in this room who would
have had to keep on doing other work if it had been necessary
to be 24 years of age to be admitted.
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MR. FEETHAM: I don't agree entirely with the report but
I move its adoption and that will throw it open to argument.
PRESIDENT: Do I hear a second to the motion for adoption
of the report ?
MEMBER: I second the motion.
PRESIDENT: It is moved and seconded that the report on legal
education and admission to the bar be adopted-
MR. CUTHBERT: I have a great deal of sympathy for my
friend, Tracy Bangs. As it happens I was admitted a month
after I was 21 years of age. I don't know what I would have
done if I would have been obliged to wait until I was 24. As it
was, I nearly starved to death practicing law. At that, I expect
I would nearly have starved at anything else I attempted. I am
heartily in favor of those requirements which will bring to the
Bar men with sufficient discipline and education to really qualify
them in this learned profession, but I cannot for the life of me
see why we should prevent any man who has industry and brains
to benefit from that industry and brain power until .24 years of
age. If I am not mistaken William Pitt was a member of Parlia-
ment in Great Britain when 22 years of age. Henry Clay was
in the Senate at 29. Justice Storey was on the Supreme
Bench of the United States during his early thirties. Now men
such as these should not be handicapped by legislation, and it
seems to me that part of the recommendation is a mistake. I
therefore move to amend the report in that respect, namely, that
it be adopted as presented with the exception that the language
be changed to read: "is not 21 years of age" in place of "is not
24 years of age".
MR. PRESIDENT: You have heard the amendment, is there
a second ?
MR. BANGS: I second the amendment.
MR. PRESIDENT: You have heard the motion that the report
be adopted as read except with the change of age to 21 years in-
stead of 24. Are there any remarks on the amendment? If not,
as many as are in favor signify by sayingaye. The question is
now on the amended report.
MR. FEETHAM: It so happens that I was admitted to the
Bar without even being a graduate from the eighth grade in the
public schools. People don't generally know that but it is thie
truth and I am very much against any provision in the law
which prevents a man from going into a law office and working
himself into a position where it is equivalent with an education.
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After he has done so he should be permitted to practice law
although he has no degree. I have been here a good many years
and have reached a place where a college degree does not mean
anything to me. Some of the poorest, some of the most dis-
reputable lawyers in the State have come through with high
college degrees and some of the greatest lawyers in the State
never saw the inside of a University till, perhaps, they lectured
there, and I want to register my objections to a law that prevents
a young man from going into a law office and educating himself
and going and passing an examination equal to the examination
given to others who have received a degree. What we want is
education, and what we don't want is what some one says is
education, for some of the most ignorant people I have ever seen
carry dollege degrees with them. They don't amount to a tinker's
dam.
MR. PRESIDENT: Any further remarks? Are you ready for
the question ?
MEMBER: Question.
PRESIDENT: All those in favor of adopting the report as
amended may signify by saying "aye."
PRESIDENT: Those opposed.
MR. FEETHAM: No.
PRESIDENT: The amended report is approved. Next we will
pass to the report of the Committee on American Citizenship.
Mr. A. G. Porter is not able to be with us. Mr. Secretary, will
you read it?
REPORT OF THE AMERICANIZATION COMMITTEE
To Honorable W. A. McIntyre and the Members of the State
Bar Association of North Dakota:
The work of the Americanization Committee for the past
year was begun somewhat later than in past years, owing to the
fact that the executive committee was unable to induce the pre-
vious chairman to assume the duties for another year. The com-
mittee therefore lost some valuable time and especially those
special days in the fall and at the beginning of the school year.
During the year possibly less has been accomplished than by the
previous committees although the same lines of work have been
followed and extended and worth while work has been accom-
plished.
In the fore part of December your chairman addressed a let-
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ter to the attorneys throughout the state asking those in the
several counties to assume the duties of county chairmen, and this
list followed the previous year's committeemen in most instances
owing to the results had in each county. Twenty-six of the fifty-
three counties answered and accepted. Four asked to be re-
lieved as they had acted for four years and felt that they were
entitled to a change. Twenty-three counties failed to accept.
This was the first disappointment. This committee cannot func-
tion ioo per cent without active workers in every county of our
state. We trust next year will find all of the counties operating.
In those counties where we had active chairmen work was
accomplished by the distribution of material forwarded by the
American Bar Association and through the individual efforts
of the chairmen by responding to opportunities to talk Citizen-
ship, Government, etc., and by conducting county essay contests
through the schools. In these counties we will therefore find
the better understanding of our Constitution and our form of
government.
While your previous committee had recommended a statewide
essay contest .and your executive committee had provided $ioo.oo
for the prize, your committee did not conduct this contest this
year owing to the fact that many other organizations in the state
offered and promoted similar contests and we did not believe it
worth while to duplicate. This can be overcome this coming year
through the efforts of the Cortelated -Patriotic Workers and we
believe that this year the State Bar should be given the oppor-
tunity to advance the idea so splendidly started. This contest
should be based upon the Constitution, as we will see later on in
this report.
The American Bar Association Committee upon American
Citizenship the past year confined its efforts solely to the Con-
stitution and the report of that committee recently rendered gives
as its reason, 'education, especially among the younger genera-
tion, is necessary to good'citizenship'. Your committee believes
that the state bar should centralize its efforts along the policy of
the American Bar Association for the same reason.
The American Bar Association also recommended late last
fall that applicants for admission to the bar of each state be
required by the Board of Examiners to take a thorough examin-
ation, in the traditions and history of constitutional government
as exemplified by the Constitution of the United States, to the
end that they might have a clearer and more stimulating con-
ception of the history, growth, meaning and application of the
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great principles upon which it rests and thereby be inspired to
educate the people upon this vital subject.
That committee also has recommended the establishment of
a special committee in each state, consisting of five members,
with the state vice-president as chairman, ex-officio, and recom-
mended that such state committee work to promote citizenship in
a more national way and to co-operate with the local state bar
committee, leaving to the state bar committee more local work
and thereby making the State Bar Committee more efficient in
each locality. This will tend to a closer co-operation with the
state and American bar and will do away with duplication of
work. It would appear to your committee that the chairman
of the state bar committee should be a member of the special
committee recommended by the American Bar.
During the past year your committee has received the co-
operation of all fraternal bodies, school superintendents, feder-
ated clubs, American Legion and Auxiliary, churches and all
members of the Correlated Patriotic Association. Individual
effort in many counties has been most successful. Some duplica-
tion of the work has been noticed but in the main the work of
this committee reaches the younger people, those of school age,
whereas the other organizations work mainly among their own
members, All this help is naturally appreciated and the co-oper-
ation.in the future requested.
The following recommendations are therefore made:
First. That this report be accepted, adopted and approved.
Second. That the American citizenship work be retained as
one of the major objects of this State Bar Association.
Third. That closer correlation be secured through the Cor-
related Patriotic Workers Association at the beginning of the
year.
Fourth. That the State Bar Association continue its liberal
appropriations for the use of this committee.
Fifth. That the State Bar Board require an examination by
all applicants in the traditions and history of the constitutional
government as exemplified by the constitution of the United
States.
Sixth. That the American citizenship committee as recom-
mended by the American Bar be endorsed and that the chair-
man of the State Bar Association Committee. upon American
Citizenship be a member of that committee.
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Seventh. That the State Bar Association provide funds for
one prize for the best essay upon the United States Constitution
written by a student i-n the high schools of North Dakota.
Eighth. That the work during the coming year centralize
upon the national and state constitutions to the end that the





MR. WENZEL: On behalf of the chairman of the committee
I move the adoption of the report.
PRESIDENi: Do I hear a second?
MEMBER: I second the motion.
PRESIDENT: You have heard the motion. Bear in mind this
carries with it a number of changes in the work of the Association
as far as American Citizenship Committee is concerned. It ex-
presses a few new ideas; that of co-relation with different
agencies seeking to promote a higher standard of American citi-
zenship and a better understanding of what is back of Ameri-
canism and its citizenship, and the idea of adoption of the plan
of the American Bar Association and co-relation and affiliation
with it. Are there any remarks on the motion?
JUDGE CHRISTIANSON: I was wondering-Some of you may
know that a girl in the eighth grade in a country district near
Mandan won a $500.0 prize for an essay on the Constitution
in a national contest carried on by the National Republic. Under
the proposition as outlined here she would be barred from com-
peting. Would it not do more good to open it up so that as
many may participate as will? Wouldn't it be well to open the
doors to those from the eighth grade up?
TH1x PRESIDENT: Limit it to those in the eighth grades and
-under college-the eighth grade and high school students. "
MR. KNAUFF: I would like to move an amendment to the
report to the effect that prizes be given to members of the eighth
grade and under-
PRESIDENT: Eighth grade and under?
MR. KNAULFF: Yes, Sir, for the reason that I heartily favor
that eighth graders should compete with the high school students,
for the reason that there are ten or more who graduate from the
eighth grade to one who graduates from the high school in the
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State of North Dakota and if there is anyone who ought to be
reached with the Constitution of the United States and an under-
standing of it is the pupils who graduate from the rural schools
in the.State of North Dakota. It seems to me, having had ex-
perience on this committee, that we could do a greater work
among the rural schools of the state than we could ever do in
the universities and colleges and high schools of our state. It is
among the pupils of the rural districts that we should get the
greatest study of the Constitution of the United States and I
therefore move you that the report be amended so as to limit the
prizes that are to be given by the Bar Association to members of
the eighth grades and under.
PRESIDENT: What is your pleasure, gentlemen? Does the
amendment receive a second?
MR. FEETHAM: I presume the idea of an essay on the Con-
stitution is suggestive of getting the students of the different
high schools to be familiar with the Constitution. It does not
seem to me that an essay is the proper method of getting the
matter properly before the students. If it is our desire to have
all the students of our schools become familiar with the Con-
stitution it seems to me if that prize was offered for the best
oration delivered by a studeAt'that we would be getting some-
where. All the students would know what was going on. It
has been my privilege in the last few years to act as a judge in
different oratorical contests that have taken place. The contest
was organized and carried on by the high schools and it is aston-
ishing when one goes to hear them what a fund of information
those students gather and deliver in their orations. If we have
oratorical contests for prizes-I don't know whether they should
be for prizes or the privilege of being selected as an oratorical
superior-those oratorical contests will be attended by every stu-
dent in the school. The orations are made over and over again
in school before they are delivered in public and then they are
delivered in public from time to time so that any matter taken
up in the orations is absolutely familiar to the whole school body.
Why, therefore, is it not better, instead of offering prizes for
essays which the studious student writes by himself and which
nobody will see and nobody will hear, why is it not better to
offer prizes from year to year for the best oration or the best
team of orators upon the Constitution of the United States? If
you want to get the matter before the whole school, before the
whole body of the school, those orations will get it there. If it is
an essay only those who take it up out of each school will gain
anything by it and all the rest of the school will know nothing
of it. I am yet a great believer in the power of verbal argument.
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I believe nothing will educate the body of citizenship as much as
to talk to them. You may write the powerful article, you may
have it printed and circulated and the ordinary student and man
will pick it up and look at it and lay it aside. An essay will be
read by a few people who do not need to read it. If we have a
team in each high school making arguments on the Constitution
of the United States and arrange for prizes for those who make
the best argument and arrange for their going from town to town
and city to city to deliver their orations, when such a town as
Larimore or Park River is reached, all the people will turn out
to hear them, and we will get the matter to the common people
and the student body in a manner far superior in my opinion
than by written essays. I therefore move as an amendment
that this prize be given for -the best oration made by an individual
or team of individuals as may be found advisable, directing that
contests be held during the school year all through the state.
MR. LOVELL: I have been impressed with the remarks of
Judge Knauff with reference to his work as chairman of that
committee and with reference to the age to which competition
among attendants at our schools is apt to be the most impres-
sionable and do the most good and I take the liberty of seconding
the amendment of Judge Knauff.
THE PRESIDENT: Let me make this suggestion, gentlemen;
we cannot go into every detail of every recommendation made
here and I suggest that the details, whether it should be an essay
or an oration, can well be left to the active ccfmmittee. Is it ad-
visable for us as an organization to attempt to go into the details?
You have heard the second-
(MORE THAN ONE): Mr. President.
PRESIDENT: Mr. Bangs, I believe Mr. Cuthbert bas the
floor.
MR. CUTHBERT: Just a word. I think our President is in
the same position as another presiding officer whom I heard
say: "Gentlemen, if you will all please withdraw your motions,
I would like to start over again, I am lost"; but I, like Mr. Lovell,
was impressed with the remarks of Judge Knauff but not to
the same extent, quite. I believe the work in the high school is
important because we are working then with students the ma-
jority of whom step out from that point into the world. It is
also somewhat true of the eighth grades. Eighth grade students
probably can successfully compete with the students in the high
schools so far as ability is concerned. If I understand the mat-
ter correctly it is not the idea that the essay be one that is
technical in character but one which goes to the general benefits
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under the Constitution. That being the case these students in
the grades and in the high schools, receiving instruction from
instructors who are in love with the principles enunciated in' the
Constitution, are in a better pd sition to write essays of the char-
acter we desire, and I do not believe there is sufficient distinc-
tion between eighth grade and high school students so that there
should be a stop at the eighth grades. I move as a substitute
the further amendment that the original report as made be amend-
ed to include high school students and under, then let the com-
mittee determine how far under.
JUDGE CHRISTIANSON: Shall we not make it so that they
will be working for different prizes?
MR. BANGS: Let us change the word "prize" to "prizes" for
high schools and other students, let it be that way.
MR. CUTHBERT: Tracy has expressed my idea but not as
clearly as I should like. I think that the ideas of Judge Knauff
are excellent. I think that it is time to start teaching fhe Con-
stitution and the form of our government from the time a child
starts school. The little chaps on the street where I live, little boys
of five years old, I listen to them playing among themselves, and
you hear cracks about Pete Timboe "getting him." Every boy
on the street knows who Pete Timboe is, our chief of police. He
is the first and last in government to them and they know what
jail is. That is their first lesson in government and the next
step is to teach them what the President is and the Governor and
the Supreme Court. Now my idea is to have two sets of prizes.
Don't have the grades compete with the high schools, but let's
not assume that when a child gets into high school he knows the
ideals underlying the Constitution. I know a lot of men who
can yet learn about the Constitution, and I am one, and 1 have
been practicing law quite a while. A prize given among members
of the Bar Association for an essay on the Constitution would not
be out of order.
MR. KNAUFF: As it stands today every high school and
college in North Dakota has offers of prizes in large sums for
the best orations and essays on the Constitution of the United
States and on the Constitution of the State and on Civil Govern-
ment. The high schools are well supplied now with prizes.
Jamestown College has prizes for that purpose. So have the
otler Colleges and the University. The place where we need a
better understanding of the fundamentals and historic background
is among the eighth grades and under grades. Approximately 8o
to 90 per cent of these pupils never go to the high schools and
yet become our lnelfnbers of the Legislature and fill our town and
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county offices and are leaders of thought in their localities.
Prizes run into the hundreds of dollars and occasionally a child
in the eighth grade gets one prize, but that child spends all her
or his time in reading history or other kindred subjects on that
one thing and he or she is splendid along that line. As Judge
Christianson suggested, a.girl under fourteen years of age won
a national prize of $500.00. I want to tell you that if we go
back to the place where the help of the Bar Association in North
Dakota is needed, we go right back to our rural districts. There
are so many other prizes for which the high school students may
compete. Let us not think it is as it used to be that they don't
teach history and civil government until they reach the high
school; on the contrary the only civil government many of the
grade pupils get in North Dakota they get in the eighth grade in
rural school districts and it seems to me that the Bar Associa-
tion should give the $ioo.oo prize to the eighth grade pupils. It
strikes me the gift is small and ought to be confined for one year
at least to the eighth grades.
PRES1I5ENT: The only motion before the house is the substi-
tute motion, which has not been seconded.
MR. STUTSMAN: I will second the substitute motion.
PRtSJDV1NT: The substitute motion before the house which
has been seconded is that the original report be adopted with
the change-prizes be awarded for an essay-I presume that may
be interpreted essay or oration, as the committee may decide-on
the Constitution of the United States for students of high school
age and other students.
MR. LOVELL: On the slight thought I have given the subject
it occurs to me that the views of Judge Knauff are the better
views. It seems to me that the class that we want to reach in
North Dakota is the class in the eighth grades and under. If
they reach the high schools it may be presumed they will be in-
structed in the Constitution. Civil government is taught in the
high school and probably is not taught in the grades. Judge
Knauff, who has had experience as Chairman of this Committee,
assures us that by far the best work of the committee would be
with the lower grades. It is not true that because we don't offer
prizes to the high school they will not get instructions on the
Constitution and citizenship. They will, and are getting it.
They have other opportunities for prizes. It is those of the rural
grades, who have no opportunity to advance further, those who
outnumber ten to one the students of the high schools, those who
never have instruction upon the ideals of American citizenship
except the instruction perhaps which they get in their homes, that
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we want to reach. 'With the beggarly amount that the Bar Associa-
tion offers as prizes, and in view of the fact that the high school
students are offered prizes from many other sources, it seems to
me that our prizes should be confined to that element where it
will do the most good. A number of friends who have spoken,
among them Mr. Bangs, lose sight, as I take it, that the purpose
of this prize is not objective. It is suggestive. We want to arouse
interest among citizens who will never have their interest aroused
in the subject of American citizenship and its ideals. Those are the
people this would reach and will reach if given to people in the
eighth grade. The high school students will be kept interested. The
small amount that we have to offer should therefore be applied
where it will do the most good. Mr. Knauf's experience and
hard work in connection with this subject leads me to think that
his endorsement is worth something. My thought is that our
prizes should go where he has suggested and I support the
amendment of Judge Knauf.
PRESIDENT: The vote will be on the substitute motion.
MR. BANGS: I am always ready to yield much to Mr. Lovell
and have for many years. I have great faith in his arguments
but I cannot agree in this particular matter. The reason for
this offer, this prize, is not simply for the purpose of securing
orations or essays but the purpose is to arouse interest in the
students in the subject and the reason that we want to arouse
interest in the students is that we shall, by that means, counter-
act the effect of literature that has been spread through the
homes in the different states by socialistic and radical organiza-
tions. Now we know that there are three million subscribers
in the United States, an average of one in every forty people, to
radical and socialistic periodicals, and there is no reason why we
should end our interest in them at the eighth grade, or stop
then to counteract the effect of the propaganda and liter-
ature extended to them by the radicals. We have sufficient
money and we are not paupers. As a Bar we have sufficient
funds to offer prizes in the grades and high school, and our
object will be attained when we offer prizes not in one but both
classes. Interest will be aroused when we call attention to these
different prizes and their minds will be turned, towards the study
of the Constitution. When the little girl or boy studies on the
qurstion and gives an oration, or perhaps an essay on it, we have
accomplished what we want. It has trained him or her along
the lines of the Constitution and constitutional government. We
have money enough and 4 committee that we can trust. We can
well make it prizes in the high schools and other schools.
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PRESIDENT: I don't want to shut off debate but our time is
fleeing and if there are no other remarks we will vote on whether
or not that report shall be adopted with the change that prizes
be awarded for high school students and other students'for an
essay or oration upon the Constitution. All those in favor of
the substitute motion may signify by saying "aye". Those op-
posed "no". The motion is carried.
PRESIDENT: Next we will pass to the report of the committee
on Jurisprudence and Law Reform. Mr. Dullam is not able to
be with us and Judge Birdzell will give the report.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE AND
LAW REFORM
Your Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform begs to
report that substantial progress has been made in our state along
the following lines:
Judicial Council
The judicial council, which has heretofore had an informal
existence as a conference of judges, has been given a definite
legal status by legislative enactment. Under Chapter 124 of the
Session Laws of 1927 a judicial council is created consisting of
the judges of the supreme and district courts, a judge of the
county court to be chosen by the supreme court, the attorney
general, the dean of the law school of the state university, and
five members of the bar to be chosen by the executive com-
mittee of the state bar association. A council, so created, with
a membership that directly relates it to the entire profession,
should be able to enter upon its tasks with a marked degree of
confidence in being able to accomplish the ends of its existence;
i. e., the simplification of procedure, the expedition of business
and the better administration of justice. The calling of the first
meeting awaits the selection by the executive committee of five
members of the bar to complete the personnel.
Sterilization
The legislature, by enacting Chapter 263 of the Session Laws
of '1927, has provided for the sterilization of the feeble-minded,
insane, epileptics, habitual criminals, moral degenerates and sex-
ual perverts, who may be inmates of state institutions. This act
takes the place of an act on the same subject adopted in 1913
and, it is thought, removes the constitutional objections to the
earlier act, which was practically a dead letter. It is a step in
the right direction. Those charged with the responsibility for
its administration should see that it is properly carried out, to
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the end that there may be a reduction in the number of morons
and "Juke" families, and that the race stream be kept pure.
Punishment of Habitual Criminals
The prevalence of crime in recent years has centered atten-
tion upon methods to better protect society against the depreda-
tions of the criminal class. In addition to the various proposed
reforms in criminal procedure, looking towards the better ad-
ministration of the criminal law, attention. has been centered
upon the treatment of those Who have demonstrated by repeated
violations of law either a persistent unwillingness or inability to be
law-abiding. In New York this situation was dealt with by
the passage of the so-called Baumes Law, which imposes a heavier
penalty for second offenses and life penalties for fourth offenses,
the longer sentences being compulsory upon proof of the former
convictions.
By Chapter 126 of the Session Laws of 1927 our legislature
dealt with this situation by increasing the maximum penalty for
third offenses to twice the maximum for a first offense, and for
a fourth offense the maximum is fixed at life imprisonment.
This act differs from the Baumes Law in that it does not alter
the minimum punishment and, consequently, does not render the
imposition of the added or maximum punishment compulsory,
thus leaving room for the exercise of judicial discretion. The
absence of such a feature is perhaps a weakness of the Baumes
Law in New York. The North Dakota act contains a proviso
to the effect that it shall not apply to offenses made felonies by
statute not involving moral turpitude. In the opinion of your
committee, this proviso should be clarified, as there is certain to
be difference of opinion as to what felonies do or do not involve
moral turpitude. In construing this act it might be regarded as
a species of judicial ursurpation to say that an act for which
the legislature has prescribed as a punishment a term in the peni-
tentiary does not involve moral turpitude, but yet the legislature
itself has apparently said that some adts so punishable violate no
moral law.
It should be noted in this connection that this state, as well
as a number of other states, has long had laws prescribing addi-
tional punishment for second offenses. See Section 10340, Com-
piled Laws of 1913.
Foreign Executors, Administrators and Guardians
A change in the interest of simplifying procedure and elim-
inating unnecessary formality is made by Chapter 212 of the
Session Laws of 1.927, which permits foreign executors, admin-
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istrators or guardians to sue and defend in their representative
capacity in this state on filing an authenticated copy of appoint-
ment in the office of the clerk of the district court, thus render-
ing it unnecessary to institute probate or guardianship proceed-
ings in the state for the sole purpose of bringing suit or defending
an action.
Finality of Administrative Action
Your committee feels that the tendency, notable in recent
years, to render final the decisions of administrative officers and
boards upon matters involving substantial rights of individuals
should be brought to the attention of the association for its con-
sideration, to the end that its preponderant opinion may be ulti-
mately reflected in the public policy of the state. Formerly it
was the practice to make important decisions of boards, such as
those of the boards of county commissioners, railroad commis-
sion, etc., appealable to the courts. In recent years departments
of the state government have been established under the admin-
istrative direction of commissioners and commissions whose de-
cisions are rendered final. Instances of this may readily be
found in the laws pertaining to the compensation fund, the state
hail insurance department, soldiers' bonus, the guaranty fund
commission and the state bonding department. In the last legis-
lature bills were introduced providing for appeals from decisions
of commissioners in seme of these departments upon which there
was manifested close division of opinion amongst the members
of the legislature. In this clash of opinion there was emphasis
on one side upon the principle of due process of law and on the
other the importance of administrative discretion in the interest




JuDGE BIRDZELL: Mr. President I move that the report be
adopted as read.
PRESIDENT: In there a second to the motion?
MEMBER: I second the motion.
PRESIDENT" You have heard the motion, are there any re-
marks . If not, as many as are in favor of its adoption will signi-
fy by saying "aye". Those opposed "no". Motion is carried.
PRESIDENT: We will now pass to the reports of the Secretary-
Treasurer and the Executive Committee.
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MR. WENZEL: Mr. President and Members of the Bar As-
sociation. Time is fleeting and I shall not use any more of it
than is warranted.
SECRETARY-TREASURER'S REPORT
It is my privilege again to present to the membership of this.
Association an account of the Secretary-Treasurer's work.
The year has been a particularly busy one, made so by reason
of the fact that we had a legislative session, which accentuated
local interest and also brought many inquiries from other states
concerning various matters that had been up for consideration or
action.
The publication of Bar Briefs, as a monthly journal, was
continued, this being the third year. With the exception of the
January and April issues this publication has represented the
work of the Secretary more than ever before. Other contribu-
tors were harder to obtain and more difficult to retain, the usual
answer being, "too much other work." May I be permitted to
urge once again, in this connection, that Bar Briefs be made the
means of conveying interesting local information or opinioA to
the general membership. This suggestion is particularly directed
to the officers of city, county and district organizations.
During the past few years the Bar Association has under-
taken a number of referendums, five or six, bearing upon mat-
ters of more or less general interest to the members of the As-
sociation. It is suggested, therefore, that you give careful con-
sideration to any future amendments, motions or resolutions that
may affect the employment of that method of solving Associa-
tion problems, and to bear in mind some of the recorded facts.
For example, our best record on referendum voting shows a
vote of about 40%, and our last attempt shows only a 20% re-
turn of the ballots sent out. The leading candidate, at the last
referendum, obtained 31% of the ballots cast, which also amount-
ed to 6% of the total vote eligible.* Action upon the basis of
that referendum would have been predicated on less than one-
third of a minority of one-fifth. Do we want to have Associa-
tion opinion registered in that manner?
The following figures represent the result of the balloting to
sel !ct the deceased jurist, whose picture and fac-simile signature
are to appear in one of the Volumes of Corpus Juris:
Judge M organ .................................................................... 37*
Judge Bartholomew ............................................................ 20
Judge Engerud" . ................................................................... 3
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Judge Y oung ....................................................................... 13
Judge Cochrane ................................................................... 12
Judge W allin ....................................................................... i
Judge C arm ody .................................................................... 6
Judge C orliss ................................... .............................. 5
Judge C ow an ........................................................................ 2
Judge B arnes ........................................................................ I
Judge Tem pleton . ........................................................... I
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Upon conferring with President McIntyre on the result of this
ballot, it was decided to defer action until the annual meeting.




Sept. 19, 1926, Balance on hand as per 1926 report ------ $1,768.61
Sept. 15, 1926, received from banquet committee for
tickets sold by committee, 1926 session .................... 264.0o
Jan. 28, 1927, received from Bar Board, 313 1927
L icenses ...................................................................... 1,565 00
April 20, 1927, received from Bar Board, 213 1927
Licenses ..................................................................... i,o65.00
May 23, 1927, received from U. Law School for share of
expense, publication January Bar Briefs ................ 138.5o
July 16, 1927, received from U" Law School for share of
expense, publication April Bar Briefs .................... 208.50
Aug. I0, 1927, received from Bar Board, 89 1927
Licenses ..................................................................... 445-00
T otal ........................................................................ $5,454.61
Expenditures
1926 Annual Meeting
Sept. 9, 1926, Theo. Christianson, traveling
expense ............................................................ 224 $ 56 82
Sept. 9, 1926, M. A. Brannon, traveling expense 225 75.80
Sept. 9, 1926, Harry Olson, traveling expense .... 226 77.00
Sept. 25, 1926, Alice Angus, apply on report of
proceedings .................................................... 229 50.00
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Sept. 25, 1926, Western Badge & Novelty Co.,.
badges ............................................................ 232 20 47
Sept. 25, 1926, P. A. Peterson, gavel .................... 233 1.00
Sept. 25, 1926, B. K. Skeels, special wiring
E ltinge ............................................................ 234 .1 90
Sept. 25, 1926, R. E. Wenzel, miscellaneous
item s paid ........................................................ 235 4.89
Sept. 25, 1926, Bismarck Tribune, program& .... 236 18.oo
Sept. 25, 1926, Humphreys & Moule, registration
cards ................................................................ 238 4.50
Sept. 25, 1926, J. B. Smith, incidentals for guests 239 4.50
Sept. 25, 1926, Adolph Engelhart, music ............ 240 7.50
Sept. 25, 1926, G. P. Hotel, luncheons for guests 242 57.75
Sept. 25, 1926, G. P. Hotel, banquet ................ 243 291.00
Oct. 20, 1926, Quick Print, printing .................. 249 16.50
Oct. 20, 1926, Eltinge Theatre, rent of building 247 15.00
Nov. 12, 1926, Alice Angus, balance reporting .... 258 56.90
T otal ........................................................................ $ 759.53
Printing and Mailing Proceedings
Dec. 18, 1926, Oliver Lundquist, second class
postage ............................................................ 270 $ 10.30
Jan. 5, 1927, Bismarck Tribune, printing and
cuts .................................................................... 277 16 5o
Jan. 6, 1927, Bismarck Tribune, special pamph-lets .................................................................... 278 98.00
Jan. 6, 1927, Bismarck Tribune, envelopes and
pr -t -.............................................. 279 43.50
February 15, 1927, Bismarck Tribune, printing
proceedings ............................. 3 549.10
Total ........................................................................ $ 717.40
Executive Committee, Etc.
Sept. 23, 1926, Oliver Lundquist, box rent ........ 227 $ 1.50
Sept. 25, 1926, W. H. Hutchinson, traveling ex
pense ................................ 231 1O.8O
Set. 25, 1926, V. R. Lovell, traveling expense 241 32.88
Sept. 25, 1926, Horace Bagley, traveling expense 244 14.25
Sept. 25, 1926, John Knauf, traveling expense 245 ii.86
Oct. 20, 1926, 0. H. Will & Co., Simpson fu-
neral, flowers* .--................................. 248 10.00
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Oct. 22, 1926, R. E. Wenzel, traveling expense
Nov. 3, 1926, W. A. McIntyre, traveling expense
Nov. 3, 1926, Horace Bagley, traveling expense
Nov. 3, 1926, W. H. Stutsman, traveling expense
Nov. 3, 1926, W. H. Hutchinson, traveling ex-
pense ................................................................
Nov. 3, 1926, 0. B. Herigstad, traveling expense
Nov. 22, 1926, V. R. Lovell, traveling expense
Dec. 10, 1926, Aloys Wartner, traveling expense
Dec. i6, 1926, Shotwell Floral Co., Emerson
Sm ith funeral ................................................
Dec. 28, 1926, Oliver Lundquist, box rent ........
Jan. 10, 1927, Alice Angus, stenographic work
Feb. 2, 1927, W. H. Hutchinson, traveling ex-
pense ............................................................
Feb. 2, 1927, V. R. Lovell, traveling expense ....
Feb. 2, 1927, 0. B. Herigstad, traveling expense
Feb. 2, 1927, Horace Bagley, traveling expense
Feb. 10, 1927, W. A. McIntyre, traveling ek-
pense ................................................................
Feb. 15, 1927, American Railway Express, ex-
press ....................................................... 1 
March 12, 1927, Globe-Gazette, installment on
addressograph ................................................
March 12, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, express paid ....
March 29, 1927, Oliver Lundquist, box rent ....
June 27, 1927, Oliver Lundquist, box rent ....























Total ........................................................................ $ 524.20
Bar Briefs
1926
Sept. 25, Bismarck Tribune, printing Sept. issue
Nov. 3, Bismarck Tribune, printing Oct. issue
Dec. 8, Bismarck Tribune, printing May, June,
N ovember issues ............................................
1927
March 29, Bismarck Tribune, printing March
issue ................................................................
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April 9, R. E. Wenzel, expense, trip, Grand
F orks ................................................................ 12 32.25
Ma," 6, Bismarck Tribune, printing Jan. issue 16 *173.50
May 11, Bismarck Tribune, printing April issue 19 243.50
June 29, Bismarck Tribune, printing May issue 26 35.34
June 29, Bismarck Tribune, printing July issue 27 35.00
July 27, Bismarck Tribune, printing July issue 30 33.00
Aug, Bismarck Tribune, printing August issue 36 58.00
$ 807.78
*This account has not yet been paid in full, owing to question
of extra charge.
Secretary-Treasurer
Sept. 27, 1926, September .................................... 246 $ 40.00
Oct. 27, 1926, October .................... 251 40.00
Nov. 26, 1926, November ................................... 261 40.00
Dec. 28, 1926, December ........................................ 273 40.00
Jan. 25, 1927, January ............................ .282 40.00
Feb. 26, 1927, February ........................................ 4 40.00
M arch 29, 1927, M arch ....................................... 7 40.00
April 20, 1927, State Bonding Fund, bond ........ 14 5.00
April 26,-1927, April ............................................ 15 40.00
May 28, 1927, May ......................... 20 40.00
June.27, 1927, June .................................... .. . .... . 24 40 00
July 27, 1927, July .............................................. 31 40.00
Aug. 26, 1927, A ugust ............................................ 37 40.00
$ 485.00
Postage, Printing, Etc.
Sept. 24, 1926, Oliver Lundquist, envelopes,
stamps .......... ................. .................. 228 $ 25.16
Nov. 22, 1926, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage ........ 26o 2.97
Dec. 8, 1926, Oliver Lundquist, envelopes and
stam ps ............................................................ 263 23.02
Dec. 10, 1926, Humphreys & Moule, printing ---- 265 2.50
De*. 10, 1926, Humphreys & Moule, printing ---- 268 14.8o
Dec. 24, 1926, Oliver Liindquist, stamps ........ 271 5.00
Jan. 5, 1927, Wachter Transfer, drayage pro-
ceedings ............................................................ 275 2.00
Jan. 5, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage ........ 276 1.94
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Jan. 25, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage ........
Feb. 2, 1927, Oliver Lundquist, advance deposit
Briefs postage ................................................
April 4, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage ........
April 12, 1927, Oliver Lundquist, postcards ....
May ii, Bismarck Tribune, printing cards ........
May II, 1927, Humphreys & Moule, printing
checks ....... ......................
May 31, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, postage and tele-
gram s ................................................................
June 14, 1927, Oliver Lundquist, advance deposit
Briefs postage ................................................
June 29, 1927, Snyder's Dray, drayage ................
June 29, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage .....
Aug. I, 1927, R. E. Wenzel, misc. postage ........
Aug. 12, 1927, 0. Lundquist bids ..................
Annual Meeting
Aug. 19, 1927, Badges, St. Louis Button Co.
Aug. 19, 1927, Humphreys & Moule ....................
Citizenship Committee
Dec. 8, 1926, Edgeley Mail, printing ........
Other Comiittees
Sept. 25, 1926, Benton. Baker, expense re Press
A ssociation ...................................................
Dec. 1O, 1926, A. W. Cupler, expense re judicial
council .............................................................























Grand Total Expenses ........................................ $3,521.30
Balance Cash on Hand ....................................... 1,933.31
(Audited and approved 9-5-1927)
PRZSIDXNT: The report was submitted to the Executive Com-
mittee and the President and was audited by them. What is
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your pleasure with reference to the report, which has been audited
and found correct?
MR. CAMPBELL: Mr. President, I move its adoption.
MEMBER: I second the motion.
PRESIDENT: It is moved and seconded that the report-are
there any remarks-it has been moved and seconded that the re-
port of the Secretary-Treasurer be adopted, is there a second ?
PRESIDENT: All in favor of adopting the report will signify
by saying "aye". Those opposed. The motion is carried and the
report is adopted.
PRESIDENT: How long will it take to give the Executive
Committee report?
MR. WENZEL: About two or three minutes, I think.
PRESIDENT: All right, we will have that now.
REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Three meetings of the Executive Committee were held, re-
spectively, on the 22nd of October, 1926, on the 22nd of Janu-
ary, 1927, and on the 5th of September, 1927.
At the first meeting (October) the following action was
taken: I. The President's committee appointments were con-
sidered and, after some amendment, approved. 2. Bids for
printing the 1926 Proceedings were opened, and contract awarded
to the lowest bidder, Bismarck Tribune. 3. Grand Forks was
selected as the place for holding the 1927 annual meeting.
4. The proposal of Prof. Roger Cooley of the University Law
School, to substitute a quarterly journal for the publication,
known as Bar Briefs, was discussed informally, then moved by
Bagley, seconded by Herigstad, and carried, that Bar Briefs be
continued, but that the President and Secretary investigate the
cost of the use of a larger page, larger type and better quality
of paper, with an increase to 48 pages every third month, and
submit a proposal to the Law School. 5. The following budget
was prepared and adopted:
Printing Proceedings ................................................ $500 00
Printing and Postage .................................................... 150 00
Executive Committee ................................................ 350.00
Citizenship Committee .................................................... 350.00
President ....... ............. 200.00
Secretary - Treasurer ................................................ 480.00
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Bar Briefs ........................................................................ 325.00
1927 Annual Meeting ................................................ 6oo.o0
Legislative Committee ................................................. 200 oo
6. V. H. Stutsman and the Secretary were. delegated to canvass
the ballots for recommendations to the Supreme Court for ap-
pointment to the Bar Board, and their report was as published
in the November number of Bar Briefs. 7. The Secretary was
directed to deposit moneys of the Association, 'received stibse-
quent to the Ist of January, 1927, in the Bank of North Dakota
or request a surety bond from the Bank handling the funds. All
members were present at this meeting.
The January meeting was attended by all members except
Vice President Lawrence and Aloys Wartner. Practically the
entire day was devoted to the consideration of the various legis-
lative proposals that received favorable action at the annual
meeting.. After conference with various groups it was decided
to confine the legislative efforts to a more limited program than
outlined by the annual meeting, and to request Judge John Knauf
of Jamestown to give -his personal attention to the Judicial Salary
bill.
The President announced the probability of a vacancy on the
Bar Board and the request of the Supreme Court for the sub-
mission of three names. On motion, duly carried, the Secretary
was instructed to submit the names of H. G. Nilles of Fargo,
F. J. Traynor of Devils Lake, and W. H. Adams of Bottineau.
The Secretary was authorized to purchase an addressograph at
not-to exceed the sum of $IOO.
The second meeting of the Committee was held on the 22nd
of January, 1927, all members being present except Vice Presi-
dent Lawrence and Mr. Wartner.
The meeting was held in the Chambers of the Supreme Court,
opening at 9:3o A. M., and continuing until after 5 P. M.
The meeting of September 5th, 1927, was attended by every
member of the Committee. It was held at the office of the
President in Grand Forks.
A special committee was appointed to audit the book's and
records of the Secretary-Treasurer, and, upon recommendation
of the committee, the Secretary-Treasurer's report was approved.
The following men were selected to represent the Bar Asso-
ciation upon the Judicial Council, such action being in pursuance
of the provisions of the Judicial Council law passed by the 1927
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Legislature: B. H. Bradford of Minot, W. G. Owens of Willis-
ton, W. A. McIntyre of Grand Forks, C. L. Young of Bismarck,
and W. D. Lynch of LaMoure.
The matter of passing upon the bids for printing the 1927
Proceedings was left over for the incoming Executive Committee.
PRESIDENT: No motion is necessary on this report. At this
time I will ask the Vice President to kindly come forward and
take the chair. Mr. Lawrence.
MEMBER; Mr. Lawrence has just gone out.
PRESIDENT: Mr. Bangs, may I ask you to assume the token
of the President of the Bar Association-
MR. BANGS: Mr. Lawrence, will you step this way please.
MR. LAWRENCE: Mr. Bangs, you are a better man up there
than I am.
MR. BANGS: The Chair has asked you to step forward. I
want this crowd to become accustomed to you, Mr. Vice President.
MR. LAWRENCE: I am very glad to meet you. (Applause).
I understand that the next order of business is the President's
annual address. Mr. McIntyre.
MR. MCINTYRE: Mr. Lawrence and members of the Bar
Association, and visitors:
W. A. McINTYRE
President 1926 - 1927

